
September 25, 2012 
 
Eastern Technologies, Inc. 
P.O. Box 409 
Ashford, Alabama 36312 
 
ATTN: Mr. John Stewart 
 
Dear Mr. Stewart: 
 
This letter is follow up action to your July 24, 2012, email to Lara Uselding and the August 9, 
2012, telephone conversation between you and I regarding your concerns with inspector actions 
relative to the processing of OREX disposable protective clothing by Eastern Technologies, Inc 
(ETI).  
 
Items discussed: 
 

1. The NRC has not altered its position regarding the processing of OREX disposable 
protective clothing from the NRC position stated in the October 23, 2002, letter to Mr. 
Michael R. Fuller, Manager, Health Physics and Engineering, regarding Eastern 
Technologies Inc. license (ADAMS ML022960614).  The NRC position as stated is that a 
nuclear laundry facility including one engaged in laundering and dissolving of disposable 
protective clothing does not constitute a waste receipt or processing facility.  Therefore, 
the contaminated protective clothing is not considered radioactive waste and transfer to 
a licensed laundry facility does not require manifesting per 10 CFR 20.2006 “Transfer for 
disposal and manifests.”  This position on manifesting is stated in the 1995 Federal 
Register, Volume 60, No. 58, page 15651, in that “existing NRC regulations require the 
manifesting of shipments of LLW (low level waste) to collectors and processors before 
eventual disposal. Nothing in these amendments changes that requirement, nor adds 
new requirements for shipments of material. 
 

2. Roger Pedersen from NRR had discussed this same topic at the NEI conference held 
the week of August 6, 2012.  You indicated that you had attended the conference and 
felt that the discussion cleared up previous misunderstanding and miscommunications 
regarding the NRC’s position on the processing of OREX 
 

3. Clarified that contrary to information you had received from a licensee, Region IV had 
not issued any RIV licensee a noncited violation for shipping OREX to Eastern 
Technologies Inc.  You stated that you may have misunderstood the licensee. 
 

4. You were satisfied with the actions the NRC had taken and had no additional concerns. 
 

5. I provided you with my phone number and email address in case you had any questions 
at a later date. 
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Sincerely, 
 
/RA/ 
 
James Drake, Acting Chief 
Plant Support Branch 2 
NRC Region IV 
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